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EDIT ORIAL DEPARTME NT NOTE
Perhaps as you read the title of the first article in this issue of
the Bulletin you asked yourself, "What is there about pickle costing to justify an article on the subject ?" There is a chance, also,
that you may have been able to answer your own question if you
noted the title of the second article, "Pricing and Costing of
Graded Product." For the subject of "Pickle Costs" should be of
interest to all accountants whether or not connected with the industry because of the problem of joint costs or costing of graded
products which is involved. We believe our members will find this
"how- we- do -it" article interesting and instructive. Further consideration of the reasoning behind various methods of allocating
costs is provided by our second article.
The author of "Pickle Costs' is W. Albert Bush, Cost Accountant of The Harbauer Co. of Toledo. A native of Ohio, Mr. Bush
obtained his academic training at the University of Toledo. His
business experience was obtained as Payroll Clerk with the Southern Wheel Co. and Auditor with the Civil Works Administration
before assuming his present position with The Harbauer Co. in
1934. Mr. Bush served as Secretary of our Toledo Chapter for
the year 1936 -37.
Norman E. Webster, the author of our second article, has been
engaged in public accounting since 1909, first with Niles and Niles,
and, since 1927, as Senior Partner of Webster, Horne and Blanchard. He holds the A.M. degree from Union College, the L.L.B.
degree from the National Law School, and is a C.P.A. of the
states of Michigan, New York and Connecticut and a member of
the Bar of the District of Columbia. Mr. Webster is a well -known
speaker, author and teacher of accounting. He has been a member
of the New York Board of C.P.A. Examiners since 1930 and is
now serving as Chairman of the Board.
COPYRIGHTED BY THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
COST ACCOUNTANTS
NovEMBER 1, 1938

PICKLE CO STS
By W. Albert Bush, Cost Accountant,
The Harbauer Company, Toledo, Ohio
paper is concerned with the costing of pickles and pickle
T HIS
products for the mythical Michindo Pickle Company, which
we shall assume operates in Michigan, Indiana and Ohio. The
calculations and costs subsequently presented, being merely illustrative, are likewise fictitious. However, Michindo is designed to
be typical of the industry, and the problems set forth herein are
very real. To that extent, then, although not precisely a case history of only one company, this is in the larger sense a "how- we -doit" article.
Receiving Stations
First, let us get a general view of the company's physical makeup and its methods of operation. Michindo has a factory situated
in southern Michigan, with stations for receiving and salting
pickles located at various points in the adjacent countryside. The
stations comprise merely a shed for salt, a platform and scales, a
number of large wooden vats and such miscellaneous equipment as
baskets, pumps, etc. The reasons for these outlying units are twofold. Primarily, raw pickles are highly perishable and they must
be cared for very shortly after they are picked. Secondarily, the
stations provide a great deal of storage capacity in locations where
land values are very low.
Early each spring the company sends its field men out to contract
with the farmers for pickle acreage. Of course, there has been
determined in advance the quantity of pickles that will be required, and how many acres at such and such an average yield will
produce that quantity. The essence of a typical contract is this:
The grower agrees to plant and harvest so many acres of pickles
and to deliver them exclusively to the company; the latter in turn
agrees to purchase all pickles grown on such acreage if of a certain
size and quality, and to pay a stipulated price per hundredweight
for each grade or grades.
Seed is distributed free to the growers for planting about the
first of June, and then the whole matter is left subject to the
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whims of the sun and the rain. Within a few months, the company will have received somewhere between io per cent and 2 0 0
per cent of the estimated yield.

Receipt and Curing of Pickles at Stations

is

The harvest season for Michindo lasts about six to eight weeks,
during July, August and September. Pickles are delivered to the
stations by the growers where they are sorted out, weighed and
dumped into the vats. With regard to purchase by grade, as
embodied in the contract, Michindo has at times employed several
ways of sorting. We shall assume that at present the divisions are
as follows: No. i, small straight pickles; No. 2, large straight
pickles; No. 3, small nubbins and crooked pickles. The dividing
line between
and 2's is three inches for length and one inch
for diamater. It is generally true that small pickles are worth
more than large, and straight are more valuable than nubbins.
When the pickles are placed in the vats they are covered with a
salt brine of a specified degree of salinity. During succeeding
weeks the strength of the brine is increased under careful control
until by the advent of freezing weather a maximum is reached
which will resist the formation of ice. This curing period is a
crucial one, for it is at this time that the pickles are undergoing
fermentation and spoilage is most likely to occur. Once this point
is passed, it is necessary only to maintain the salinity at the proper
point. By the middle of the following summer the pickles will be
completely cured and ready to be processed and packed.
The fact that a crop of pickles must be cared for during the
greater part of a year before they can be used, creates a real problem of storage space. There must be a sufficient number of vats to
contain the crop that is curing, along with most of the previous
year's crop which is shipped in to the factory only as needed, and
in addition a generous amount of capacity must be reserved for
years of bumper intakes, when the quantity of pickles received
may easily double the anticipated crop. Naturally, there are times
of subnormal yields when the reverse is true, and then the problem becomes one of idle capacity, which is not to be taken lightly.
Let us now assume that it is June or July, and the curing and
fermentation of the pickles is complete. This is essential, or
278
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fermentation will begin in the containers after they are packed
and they will blow up.
Sorting to Size
The next operation is transporting the pickles to the packing
plant; this is done in tank cars. As the pickles are unloaded, they
pass over a conveyor belt, flanked by a row of girls, where they
are sorted by hand into a number of sizes as determined by the
size and shape. The figure designating the size represents the
number of pickles contained in a 45 -gallon barrel. For example,
boo count means that boo of that size makes a full barrel. Straight
pickles and nubbins are graded a bit differently —there is more
latitude allowed in sorting the latter due to their lack of uniformity
in shape. Following is a partial list of sizes, which are more or
less standard throughout the industry:
Straights
Nubbins
600

1000 -1200

goo

I200 -1500

1000

1800 -2400

20,000

7,500 - 10,000

22,500

12,000-15,000

It can readily be seen that there is quite a considerable range of
counts from the largest to the smallest pickles.
Steam Processing and Finishing
The first step in the actual processing is the removal of salt
from the pickles, which is done by soaking them in warm water.
This must be done gradually and carefully. It is merely a reversal
of the osmotic action by which the salt was absorbed in the first
place, and if it is done too rapidly the cells will be damaged and
the pickle will become soft. No market has yet been found for
mushy pickles.
The above process is referred to in this paper as steam processing; first, because the term is concise; and, second, because steam
is used to bring the water to the proper temperature.
Pickles are then finished dill, sour or sweet by soaking them in
their respective liquors as compounded from Michindo's formulae.
Following that, they are packed in glass or barrels and shipped.
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Aside from the harvesting of pickles, which is essentially a seasonal operation, pickle processing and packing is carried on the
year around. The peak of activity in the latter comes in the spring
and early summer, when you and your family are picnicking early
and late, and thus does not conflict too much with the harvest of
the new crop.
By way of summing up this rather long - winded introduction,
I think it is clear that the pickle packer has quite an extended range
of operation. The little green tid -bit that began with a seed in
the spring of 1937, for instance, will not reach your table until
the latter half of 1938 at the earliest and possibly not until 1939•
In fact, pickles have been kept in brine for as long as three years
without difficulty.
Perhaps it would be well to interject at this point that not all
pickles are slow -cured in the manner I have described. Genuine
dills and fresh cucumber pickles, as an example, are finished and
sold the same year they are grown; that is another phase with its
own peculiarities and complications. We shall assume herein for
the sake of brevity that the Michindo Pickle Co. does not pack
them.
We are now ready to see what the accountant's role is.
Chart of Accounts
In the first place, assume that Michindo has adopted the natural
business year. The fiscal period ends June 30, because at that time
the inventories are lowest and the company's financial condition is
most liquid. While it may not conform to best advantage with
the natural cycle of planting and harvesting, it is more than justified by other considerations and it presents no special difficulty.
Below is a simple chart of accounts, stripped of detail, and given
merely to facilitate subsequent explanations of procedure.
Manufacturing Accounts
ioo Acreage Expense
i oi Station Expense
1 0 2 Transportation In
103 Sorting Brine Pickles
io4 Steam Processing
1 0 5 Dill Processing
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io6

Sour Processing
Cutting Pickles and Pickle Stock
i o 8 Sweet Processing
iog Packing and Labeling
107

Process Inventories
iooi Pickles in Brine at Stations
1 0 0 2 Pickles in Brine at Factory, Unsorted
1003 Pickles in Brine at Factory, Sorted
1 0 0 4 Pickles in Steam Process
1 0 0 5 Pickles in Dill Process
1 0 0 6 Pickles in Sour Process
1 0 0 8 Pickles in Sweet Process
loog Finished Goods
A number of subsidiary accounts are required in actual operation, such as separate records for each station under 101 and
1001, minor cost centers where necessary, details of all the component costs in the manufacturing accounts, etc.
Use of Crop Year in Accounting
Referring to the chart, the first account in order is loo, acreage
expense. This includes the salaries and expenses of field men,
commissions for acreage contracted, cost of seed, and other field
department costs incidental to planting the crop and inspection of
the fields during the growing period. Since these expenses are
functionally related to the calendar year, the account is handled on
that basis.
Suppose, for instance, it is now June 30, 1938, the end of a
fiscal year. Account loo, inasmuch as it runs on a January to
December cycle, now has accumulated in it six months' costs which
are connected with the as yet unrealized 1938 crop. On the balance
sheet of June 30, then, the account is carried as a deferred charge
to operations.
By the time we get to December 3i, 1938, the crop has been
tanked and all of the acreage expense relating to the pickles has
been incurred. Therefore, account loo is totaled and is closed out
to Ioi, station expense.
Meanwhile, as of December 31, account 101 has been charged
with the labor and supplies incidental to receiving and salting the
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1938 crop, plus six months of station overhead incurred since
July I. (The purchase cost of the raw pickles is charged to idol
as the growers are paid.)
Incidentally, at December 31 we have this situation: There is
in storage at the stations the entire 1938 crop and that part of the
1937 crop which has not yet been shipped in for processing and
packing. This brings up the problem of applying storage charges
to the pickles of two different years. For the sake of convenience
and simplicity, Michindo arbitrarily solves this problem in this
fashion: Each year's crop is charged with its own calendar year
of acreage expense and with one fiscal year of station expense.
That is all. No further charges are made, regardless of how long
the pickles are retained in storage.
To venture further into the method of costing pickles in brine
at the stations, note that this 1938 crop will not be processed during
the fiscal year of July, 1938, to June, 1939• Therefore, during this
period the only accounting to be done in relation to it is for inventory purposes. If the inventory basis is cost as being lower
than market, then the inventory value at any time is the cost to
date, e. g.: On October 31, 1938, we would compile the raw
pickle cost from Iooi, the acreage expense from loo (ten months),
and the station costs from ioi (four months).
Illustration of Crop Costs
At the close of the fiscal period, June 30, 1939, the following
data are at hand:
PICKLES RECEIVED:

1001

acct.)

130,000

Raw Cost
per bu.
.90
.40
.55
$

(from

1938 CROP
Bushels
Purchase Cost
Grade (501bs. ea.) of Raw Pickles
$54,000
1's
60,000
8,000
2's
20,000
27,500
3's
50,000
$89,500

STATION EXPENSE:
(101)
Direct labor ...... $18,150
Salt used ......... 2,045
Overhead ......... 5,905
(100)Acreage expense .. 9,000

$35,100

$35,100

130,000
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SUMMARY OF COST OF 1938 PICKLES, IN BRINE AT STATIONS:
Raw cost per bu.........
Station cost per bu.......

1's
.90
.27

2s
.40
.27

3's
.55
.27

$1.17

$ .67

$ .82

You will note that in computing the above costs the expenses
at all stations have been combined. They are separated in the subsidiary accounts merely for purposes of comparison and control.
Thus we have the total and complete cost of the pickles before
they are brought to the factory. They are inventoried at these
figures just as long as they remain in vats at the stations. I might
mention here that it is essential to maintain the station inventory
records in such detail that they reflect the bushels of each grade
of pickles in each vat, and also the year of harvest.
Accounting for Subsequent Operations
The subsequent operations of shipping to the factory, sorting,
processing, packing and labeling, etc., are accounted for i n the
Michindo Pickle Co. by a combination of estimated and process
costing. Many pickle packers (of those who keep any cost records
at all) have only a purely historical cost. After the yearly business cycle has been traversed they look over the maps to see
where they have gone. Michindo's system is set up to avoid this
annual retrospection by providing an opportunity for current
analysis and control.
The focal and most important point in the whole cost procedure
is the determination of the cost of sorted brine pickles. From that
point on there is no trouble, because the methods are not essentially different from those of any other manufacturer. Arriving
at that cost of sorted brine pickles, however, is a matter that offers
ample opportunity for error and headache, as will be demonstrated
very shortly.
The item of transportation is a simple one. Expenses charged
to this account ( I o 2 ) include the labor to load the pickles in tank
cars, freight charges for hauling, and overhead on the cars.
The Problem of Sorting
Sorting offers a nice little problem. You will recall that, as the
pickles are unloaded at the factory, they are dumped on a conveyor
from which they are manually sorted by size and shape. Each
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girl in the line removes the size or sizes alloted to her as they travel
past her, with the larger pickles being taken out first. It isn't
necessary to pick up the smallest; they merely go over the end of
the belt into baskets.
Theoretically, it would seem that the cost of sorting would vary
with the count of the pickles. There are ten times as many 6000's
per basket as 600's, for example, and it should take ten times as
long to pick them up and to fill the basket. Actually, this is not
true. The time differential is jostled back and forth by a number
of influences. One is that a girl can pick up more small pickles
than large before she gets her hands full and has to lay them aside.
Another is that the quantity of pickles dumped on the belt must
vary because the sorting becomes increasingly slower and more
painstaking as the size of pickles decreases. Another, there is less
exactitude in sorting crooked pickles and nubbins than in straights.
Another, the prevalence of certain sizes determines how busy one
girl is in comparison with another; this cannot always be adjusted
by shifting the location of the girls to fit the need.
The result of all this is that it has taken a lot of hard work
and study to get even a reasonably accurate comparative cost. The
only bright spot in the picture is that one gets a certain amount of
help from the law of averages.
Costs Prorated on Market Value Basis
Now we have arrived at the real bugaboo of the whole matter,
which is simply this: even the most accurate of orthodox costing
practice will not finish the job, because the market values of the
various sizes of pickles have no direct connection with the actual
cost. Somewhere, sometime, there developed in the industry an
arbitrary sliding scale of price differentials between sizes: that has
been that ever since. These differentials, even though arbitrary,
are not entirely static, for, just as the market value of all pickles
follows the law of supply and demand, so do the differentials between the sizes fluctuate to the same influence. In general, however, over a period of time, the scale is found to be held comparatively regular.
Since this is true, there seems to be only one course to follow,
and that is to adjust the costs to market. Why? Because
Michindo is in a highly competitive business, because it must be
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able to compare its costs and selling prices with the quotations of
its competitors, because it must determine how most advantageously to dispose of its product in line with the trends of th e
market. Here is an illustration of the latter. Pickles can be
processed and used in different ways. They can be sold as whole
pickles, they can be cut for relishes and mixed pickles, they can
be finished in different liquors, they can be sold to other packers
in brine. Assume that a shortage of one size develops; the market
value soars. Suppose Michindo has been cutting this size for
mixed pickles. The management immediately begins to retain
this size for advantageous sale and substitutes another for cutting.
To make the adjustment of cost to market, obviously the first
step is to determine what the market differential is. This is easily
done. In addition to other manufacturers' quotations on brine
stock, there are the various trade papers which publish from time
to time the current situation. When choosing a representative
scale of differentials for the proration of costs, it would seem
wiser to select one which reflects the trend rather than the extreme.
It is impractical, and unnecessary for this purpose, to attempt to
follow the ups and downs of the market when the adjustment can
just as well be made only once a year —once for each crop.
Estimating Costs to Point of Proration
To show how the costs are prorated, we will take the case of
the 1938 crop and do a bit of figuring. Assume that it is July i,
1939, and we shall soon begin to ship in and use the 1938 crop.
First, we list from the books the average cost per bushel of all the
pickles and, in addition, we have to draw up some estimates on the
cost of transportation and sorting. This is the result:
1938 CROP

Raw Cost per bushel...... $ .688 ($89,500 _ 130,000 bu.)
Station Cost per bushel....
.270 ($35,100 _ 130,000 bu.)
Transportation In .........
.197 (estimated)
Sorting Cost .............
.065 (estimated)
Torn1, tm BUSHEL..... $1.22
In drawing up the above estimates, consideration is given to
freight charges for hauling the pickles from the various stations,
labor and overhead for loading, unloading and sorting of the crop,
and other pertinent factors. This is largely a matter of experience,
and partly an attempted forecast of future conditions.
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Estimating Yield by Sizes
Next we must make an estimate of how many bushels of each
size we will realize when the pickles are sorted. This is very important and just about as hard. If the estimate is not approximately correct, the company may lose either its customers or its
money, as we shall see later. (This estimate is also a factor in
arriving at the sorting cost above.)
After a long session with the records, we decide that the crop
will sort out as shown below. For convenience the number of sizes
is reduced, and no allowance for waste, shrinkage, spoilage or other
loss is included to complicate matters.
Sizes
600
1200
4500
7500
15000
27/3600
36/4500
75/10000

Bushels
from 1's
Stra igh t.. ...
Stra igh t.. ...
Str aight ... ..
Strai ght. ....
Straight .....
Nu b s . . . . . . . .
Nu b s . . . . . . . .
Nu b s . . . . . . . .

.....
.....
30,000
20,000
10,000
.....

Bushels
from 2's
5,000
15,000

.....
.....
.....

Bushels
from 3's

.....
.....
.....
.....

.....
.....

.....

10,000
30,000
10,000

60,000 bu.

20,000 bu.

50,000 bu.

Illustration of Method of Prorating
Now we take the bushels of each size, the market value for each
size, and the average cost per bushel, and prorate the costs so that
the differential coincides with the differential in market values.
This is done by multiplying the bushels by the market price and
then by the average cost, totaling the two columns thus obtained
and calculating the ratio of the one to the other, and then by applying this ratio to the market price.
Sizes
600 Str.
1200 Str.
4500 Str.
7500 Str.
15000 Str.
27/3600 Nubs
36/4500 Nubs
75/10000 Nubs

Market
Bushels Price
5,000
$ .80
15,000
1.10
30,000
1.50
20,000
2.00
10,000
2.50
10,000
1.20
30,000
1.40
10,000
1.90
130,000

Total
Market
Value
$ 4,000
16,500
45,000
40,000
25,000
12,000
42,000
19,000

Total Cost (Market Price
@ $1.22
X Ratio)
per bu.
Cost per Bushel
$ 6,100
$ .623
18,300
.857
36,600
1.169
24,400
1.558
12,200
1.948
12,200
.935
36,600
1.091
12,200
1.480

$203,500
$158,600
$158,600
Ratio =
= 77.99o'
$203,500
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This calculation may be proved for mathematical accuracy by
multiplying the bushels by the prorated cost per bushel. Except
for a slight variation due to decimals, the result will be $158,600.

Costing into Process
With these values for sorted brine pickles established, the costing into process is a routine matter. Suppose we bring in a tank
car containing Boo bushels of Vs. We credit the station inventory
$936.00, and charge pickles in
( 1 0 0 1 ) with 8 0 0 times $1.17
or
(
i
o
o
2
)
with the same amount. This
brine at factory, unsorted
latter is merely a clearing account, which we shall consider later.
When the car has been sorted, the various quantities of the different sizes are charged into 1 0 0 3 at the prorated unit costs developed in the preceding calculation, and a corresponding total is
c edited to 1oo2. Each month the transportation and sorting
counts ( 1 o 2 and 1 0 3 ) are also closed out to 1oo2.
11,At
the end of the period there will probably be some adjust rn ruts to be made to the book inventory. The actual costs of ship pirig and sorting will, as a rule, be slightly over or under the estimate. Any variation from the estimate will, of course, distort the
clearing account mentioned above ( 1 o o 2 ) , because, while all
charges into it are at actual cost, the credits are based on the partially estimated prorated costs which are established at the beginning of the year.

Effect of Error in Estimating Yield by Sizes
The primary possibility of distortion in 1oo2, however, lies in
the fact that the estimate of the sizes to be sorted from the crop
may have been incorrect. Just how serious that can be we shall
now consider.
Let us assume that we were far off the track on that estimate.
A mistake is easily made. For instance, the weather largely determines the shape as well as the size of pickles, and the weather
is scarcely predictable. When we consider that grade 1 pickles
yield sizes ranging from 2 4 0 0 to 22,500, we can readily understand
why the percentage of each size may vary radically from year to
year.
Anyway, we are assuming that we slipped badly in our estimate, and if the following calculation is extreme it will only serve
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Ratio

=

130,000

,

@

Total Cost (Market Prue
$1.22
X Ratio)
per bu.
Cost per Bushel
12,200
.675
12,200
.928
48,800
1.266
18,300
1.688
6,100
2.110
36,600
1.013
18,300
1.182
6,100
1.604
$

$

Total
Market
Value
8,000
11,000
60,000
30,000
12,500
36,000
21,000
9,500

$188,000
$158,600
$158,600
84.4%
$188,000
=

$

Sizes
600 Str.
1200 Str.
4500 Str.
7500 Str.
15000 Str.
27/3600 Nubs
36/4500 Nubs
75/10000 Nubs

Market
Bushels Price
10,000
.80
10,000
1.10
40,000
1.50
15,000
2.00
5,000
2.50
30,000
1.20
15,000
1.40
5,000
1.90

$

the better to illustrate the point. Notice that it differs from the
former only in the quantities of the various sizes; the market price
and the average cost per bushel are the same. Now, our estimate
should have been:

If this unfortunate situation should arise, and if credits to 1002
and charges to 1003 were made on the basis of the costs developed
in the former calculation, we should find at the end of the year
that there would be recovered only $146,485 of the $158,600, and
there would be an unabsorbed balance in 1oo2 account of $12,115.
In other words, the costs averaged nearly 8 per cent low, as compared with the actual.
When a company books business on the basis of costs incorrectly low, the profit margin is jeopardized. When costs are incorrectly high, the sales department passes up orders which actually would yield a satisfactory return. In either case the accountant
ultimately is told about it.
Of course, in actual practice, such an extreme error would
probably have been detected earlier if a constant analysis• and
check of the clearing account were maintained.
Final Processing Operations

The remaining processing operations present nothing out of
the ordinary in cost procedure, and so I shall sketch them briefly.
As pointed out previously, the salt is removed from the pickles
by soaking them in warm water and then they are finished dill,
sour or sweet as desired. Labor, processing material and burden
288
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costs are not prorated; they are applied at a uniform rate per
bushel.
In the case of pickles which are to be used in relishes or mixed
pickles, there is the additional item of labor and overhead for
cutting (account 107), and allowance must be made for a certain
amount of shrinkage. Mixed pickle stock, such as onions, cauliflower pimientos, etc., is also involved in these packages. These
items are processed in much the same way and must also be cut.
Finally, the pickles are packed in glass or barrels, involving the
additional costs of containers and labels, packing vinegars, labor
and overhead. Storage charges are added to the finished packages
according to a variable scale, based upon the size of the container,
and the cost to ship is applied on the same basis.
In concluding this paper, I should like to call attention to the
fact that, in one respect, the cost system outlined here has something in common with standard costs, that is, in the operation of
the inventory clearing account, 1002. The variance is not handled
in exactly the same manner, but the principle is quite similar to one
standard cost method: charging at actual cost, crediting at an
estimated ( standard) figure, and trying hard to make the two
come out even.
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PRICING A ND CO STI NG G RADED PRO DUCT
By Norman R. Webster, Partner,
Webster, Home and Blanchard, New York, N. Y.
kinds of manufacturing, mining, agriculture. and
INotherMANY
industries, the product from the same or identical operations is of varying degrees of excellence as measured by standard
specifications. The differences between the grades may be in
quality, in size, or in some other condition. Manufactured goods
and agricultural products are often graded for quality; coal and
other mining products for size. In each industry experience shows
the proportions of each grade that are ordinarily obtained. Fortunately, it is usually possible, as it is always desirable, to obtain
a market for the entire output, and to have the demand so balanced
that the output of each grade can be regularly sold in about the
proportions in which it is ordinarily produced.
In these cases the producer is confronted with the problems of
pricing, in so far as that is within his power, and of ascertaining
the costs of production as a basis for the pricing or for comparison with the prices which are obtainable. The purpose of
this discussion is to consider the problem of costing graded product, and to show its relation to the problem of pricing the different grades.
Graded Products Differ from Scrap and By- Products
Two other classes of salable material should not be confused
with graded product: viz., scrap and by- products. Scrap is the
salvaged material resulting from manufacturing processes which
cannot be fabricated into the regular product without again being
put through one or more of the processes to which the raw material is subjected, and when it has a market value, the net amount
received for it should be deducted from the expenditure for the
raw material used in the product. By- products are side lines of
production in which are used residual materials resulting from
the production of the principal lines. These residuals usually
require further work to make them salable, and the expenditures
therefore should be deducted from the selling prices to obtain the
net proceeds, which amounts should be deducted from the
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departmental costs for materials, labor, and expenses of the
regular product.
Graded product differs from scrap and from by- products in
that all of it has been the object of all the productive operations.
It is all regular product, though the several classes have different
values, varying according to the demand for each.
Effect of Demand on Pricing
In pricing different grades of product, consideration should
be given to the questions of demand and the effect which the price
on one grade will have on the demand and the obtainable price
for the others. Where the product is a necessity for which there
is a universal demand, the prices should be so a djusted as to
create demands for each class in quantities approximately equal to
the quantities produced, and so that the aggregate sales proceeds
for all classes will give a proper rate of net profit over the aggregate production costs.
But there are other considerations to be taken into account in
fixing selling prices on graded product of articles which are not
necessities and for which there is not a universal demand. Manufacturers' seconds in many lines require this careful attention. The
bulk of the output is usually of the first or standard grade, and in
order not to unsettle the market conditions on this grade, or to
cheapen the value of a trade name, it may be better policy to scrap
all product not of the standard grade, or to offer the seconds at
prices which will not sell all of them. In such cases, the standard
grade should be priced so as to yield a proper rate of profit on the
expenditure for all the product of both grades. Then if it is advisable to scrap the seconds, or to salvage the material in them,
the entire line will still show the desired profit, while if a part
or all of the seconds are sold, the amount and rate of profit will
be correspondingly increased.
In addition to these questions of policy involved in the pricing
of graded product, the costing of the different classes raises about
as many accounting questions, the solution of which are necessary
in order that the costs may be compared with the selling prices and
thereby help to solve the questions of policy involved in pricing.
Commonplace as it may sound, it seems necessary to reiterate that
pricing and costing should go hand in hand.
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Three Methods of Costing
Three methods of costing may be considered: First, that the
cost is the same for each unit in all classes of the product, based
on the theory that the same amounts for material and labor have
been expended on each. Secondly, that the cost of each unit of the
seconds is only the value of the scrap material therein, and that the
remaining expenditure should be absorbed in the costs of the firsts,
based on the theory that the expenditures were all made to obtain
the firsts. Thirdly, that the costs of the units in each class include
unequal parts of the expenditures, based on the theory that quality
as well as quantity should be considered in measuring or reckoning the product, and that, therefore, units of identical dimensions
or weights, but of unequal qualities, have not received equal benefit
from the expenditures made for their processing.
Illustrative Case
For the purpose of considering the soundness of each of these
methods of costing the product, the following illustration may be
taken: Assume that a mill run of some article consists of i 0 o
units, that 6o are firsts because they fully conform to inspection
specifications that 3o are salable seconds, and that io are unmarketable rejections. Assume also that the expenditures for this
quantity are $ 2 0 . 0 0 for material and $ 8 0 . 0 0 for labor and overhead, that the realizable selling prices are $ 2 . 0 0 each for the firsts,
and $ i . 0 0 each for the seconds, and that there is a salvage value of
io cents each in the material in the io rejections. The account for
this run exclusive of selling and general expenses will then be as
follows:
SALES:

Firsts, 60 units @ $2.00 ..................
Seco n ds, 3 0 u ni ts @ $ 1 . 0 0 .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .

$120.00
30.00
$150.00

COST OF SALES:

Material for 100 units:
100 units @ $0.20...........
Less scrap:
10 unit s @ $0. 10..... .......
LABOR AND OVERHEAD

$20.00
1.00

...................

$ 19.00
80.00
99.00

(51.5% on Cost) ......
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Res ult s Obt ain ed by Fi rst a nd Sec on d M eth od

The following gives a comparison of the results per unit by each
of the first two methods Of costing the product, losses being indicated by an asterisk after the amount or percentage:
Method
Grade
First ........ 60 -1sts
30 -2nds
Second ....... 60 -1sts
30 -2nds

Price
Each
$2.00
1.00
2.00
1.00

Cost
Each
$1.10
1.10
1.60
0.10

Profit
Total
Each
Profit
$0.90 $54.00
0.10*
3.00*
0.40
24.00
0.90
27.00

% Profit
on Cost
81.8
9.1*
25
900

In examining the results of the first method, we should remember that the aim is to produce the greatest possible proportion of
units of the first or standard grades, and that business policy might
make it inadvisable to market any seconds. In that case, the total
expenditures less the salvage value of the materials in the 30 seconds and the io rejections, or a net amount of $96.00, would be
charged to the production of 6o firsts, making the cost of $i.6o
each. But although the comparative table shows that, by the first
method of costing, there is a profit on the firsts of 81.8 per cent
on cost, the total profit of $51.00 can only be secured by selling
all of the seconds at a loss of 9.1 per cent on cost. Profits are not
made out of losses in that way, and the first method is therefore
unsound in economics.
The second method results in showing a profit on the firsts of
25 per cent on cost, and this is not dependent upon the sale of the
seconds. By this method, the cost of the seconds is computed at
only the salvage value of the material in them, and yet the price
obtained is largely in excess of the salvage value. The reason is
that in addition to the material, the seconds possess value as a
result of the labor and overhead which have been expended.
Having received a portion of the benefit, they should be charged
with a proper proportion of the expenditures and not be relieved
of them as are the rejections which have not been so benefited.
The error in the first method is in not distinguishing between
expenditures and costs. Expenditures are an element of costs of
which the other factor is product. By assuming that expenditures
are identical with costs, the former would have to be permanently
allocated to each article as the material was set apart for it and the
labor was applied to it, and this would result in making each of
the ten rejections cost the same as each of the firsts and seconds.
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The error in the second method is in not recognizing that in the
production processes the seconds received some of the benefits of
the expenditures for labor and overheads, though in less degree
than the firsts.
Results Obtained by Third Method
The third method is based on the varying degrees of benefit
applied to the different grades of the product. What these are
cannot be ascertained during the manufacturing processes. They
are not subject to count or to measurement by the yard stick, peck
measure or scales. But they are measurable in another way, that
is, by the prices at which the different grades can be sold. These
prices provide a basis for converting the quantities of all grades
into some common standard which, for convenience, should be
that of the first or standard grade. Each second is equal in quantity to that fraction of a first which is represented by the price of
the second divided by the price of the first.
Applying this method to the illustration already used, the result
is as follows:
Method
Third . . . . . . . .

Grade

Price
Each

Cost
Each

Profit
Each

Total
Profit

% Profit
on Cost

60 -1sts
30 -2nds

$2.00
1.00

$1.32
0.66

$0.68
0.34

$40.80
10.20

51.5
51.5

This method, therefore, shows 5 1.5 per cent profit on both the
firsts and the seconds, that is, the average rate for the entire mill
run as shown in the original statement of the transaction. If now,
after thus costing the two grades of product, it is found that not
all the seconds can be sold at the proposed price, or if it is considered inadvisable to market them all, then the average rate of
profit will be reduced pro rata, depending upon the number of
the seconds that are scrapped. Thus, instead of 51.5 per cent
profit when all seconds are sold, the rate will be 42.9 per cent if
ten seconds are scrapped, 24.2 per cent if twenty seconds are
scrapped, and 25 per cent if none of the seconds are sold, this
being the lowest rate of profit that the run can show if all the
firsts are sold at the regular price of $2.00.
Properly computed costs on graded product are helpful to the
executive in determining manufacturing and sales policies, while
costs computed on erroneous bases of distribution may lead to unsettled market conditions if not to more serious consequences.
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